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Watch Ab Tumhare Hawale Watan Saathiyo, Movies Movies Twitter will limit the amount of free
accounts it's giving away - jackowayed ====== mikeryan This seems like a bad thing. I'm more of
a Facebook and G+ user but have started following more of my Twitter friends and want to follow
more of the popular topics they're tweeting (I know how it looks in real life but it's really been
working for me) It would be cool to have a free accoutns that will let you search twitter results on
their site but limit you to 1-5 searches with most tweets being posts from that week. ~~~ moioci I
would agree with that. It's hard to justify paying $5/month for a twitter account unless I'm actively
using it. But if I can use it freely but only search on a few topics, that's an appealing idea. ------
alexwanger Fortunately, there's another option - use Tweetcaster. It's a third party client that lets
you have your own accounts like you do on Tumblr and Posterous (and Twitter proper). You can
manage your own personal brand and curate the stream of your own updates. You can even use your
own domain name! It's really very convenient if you're more interested in posting the following day
than getting the instant gratification of "sharing" content the moment it happens. ------ bambax >
_There are no limits to the number of people that you are following (it > appears that this was only
true for those who paid for a Twitter account > before)_ "There are no limits to the number of people
that you are following (it appears that this was only true for those who paid for a Twitter account
before)" There are serious limits, and the limits are being raised very fast. It's easy enough to get
followers with the automated systems Twitter keeps offering, you might not make a lot but it works
fine. If you want real followers you're going to have to do some serious hard work and be persistent.
Also, don't bother with the "growth strategies" Twitter is offering to help you grow, they all work the
same way: following and unfollow people with
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